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wolf shifter marley gerwulf was protective of her human best friend zara york their friendship dated back to their sophomore year in high school throughout the years they had been glued to each other s hip experiencing life together when zara broke up with her longtime boyfriend marley suggested a three week girls trip sailing the pacific ocean it would help her friend clear her mind and celebrate her newly found single life marley had spent the last fourteen years of her life knowing they d only ever be friends her wolf had identified zara as her mate the day they d met the urge to mate was strong but she was always able to overcome it knowing she d rather have zara in her life as a friend then not at all after setting sail with tahiti as their destination an intense storm caught them off guard destroying their yacht floating aimlessly along in the ocean marley was determined to ensure their survival with life or death situations at every turn will marley be able to protect zara while resisting the call to mate shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins blurs and finally shatters futuristic shifter paranormal romance author s note blood bond is book three in the underground heat trilogy all three novels are full length shifter romances with happy ever after endings you can buy the books individually or in the boxed set titled underground heat head of the shifter underground s security force johannes has his hands full when max the underground s leader is almost killed by sniper fire johannes breaks a cardinal rule to save his friend and makes a discovery about himself that changes everything daria s been a healer in one capacity or another for hundreds of years but wholesale slaughter aimed at wiping out her kin is something new called to the governor s mansion after max gets shot she finds him wallowing in a river of his own blood by rights he should be dead she questions johannes but he remains stubbornly silent after telling her an outright lie if johannes wasn t so knockout gorgeous and she wasn t so wiped out daria would ve left after treating max instead johannes talks her into staying then orders her to work for the underground as head of security it s his right to commandeer personnel daria is torn johannes is the most compelling man she s ever met but he s also arrogant compounding the problem her cat thinks he s their mate after he runs roughshod over her she doesn t care about anything except getting as far away from him as she can but escape isn t possible a series of lethal attacks throw daria into johannes s path and keep her there he s desperately attracted to her but anything beyond sex with any woman isn t part of his life plan his cat says she s their mate but it doesn t alter johannes s staunch refusal to consider anything that might turn into love he has his reasons they ve served him well and he sees no reason to change them now praise for the underground heat series what a great read this one combines two of my fav things sci fi and shifters oh and loads of steamy action goodreads review ann gimpel does it again another fantastic shifter book i loved the futuristic spin on the shifter tale it s the first i ve read of its kind the characters were loveable the story engaging romance readers retreat ann gimpel is frickin awesome i cannot explain how much i loved this book the way she writes is so expressive imaginative and real goodreads review excellent start to a new series by author ann gimpel i loved her take on shifters and a futuristic california the story is easily followed yet rich and complex crystal s quirky reviews fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this futuristic paranormal romance fantasy series a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire academy of magic dragon s gift accidentally in love attack by magic dragon s gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love covert fae crime of magic dragon s gift crimes against magic dark stranger the dream darkness bound
dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver shifters hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken iron and magic jinn s dominion junkyard druid kate daniels magic series master of magic dragon s gift natural mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire rogues of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover magic dragon s gift war god s mantle wheel of time wild hunger keywords related to this epic urban fantasy series futuristic science fiction science fiction romance fantasy books epic sagas epic urban fantasy series werewolves and shifters animals nature popular series paranormal fantasy books top rated books tricks fantasy omnibus epic of gilgamesh spells charms romance books wizards fantasy romance books essential reads epic fantasy omnibus bundle paranormal romance series adventure books mythology and folklore top rated fantasy collection with shapeshifters fantasy bundle heroine supernatural and occult sword and sorcery shifter romance fantasy stories shifter series fantasy shifter omnibus best rated omnibus omnibus collection paranormal romance books magical adventures shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins blurs and finally shatters author s note wolf born is book two in the underground heat trilogy all three novels are full length shifter romances with happy ever after endings you can buy the books individually or in the boxed set titled underground heat max leads a double life in a futuristic california that s almost out of resources despite grave risks he ran for state governor to protect his people he s also leader of the shifter underground threatened with genocide many shifters have gone into hiding some blame max and the underground for their plight rather than the governmental edict that s meant death for so many audrey works for max unlike most humans with low levels of shifter blood who bless their lucky stars they avoided the purge she wants to be a shifter if she could find a way to finesse it she d quit her job in a heartbeat and go to work helping the shifter underground the only sticking point is max she s been half in love with him forever against a dog eat dog political backdrop where no one knows who their allies are max and audrey spar with one another max fears she s part of the group trying to kill him audrey has no idea about max s double identity and worries she won t be able to walk away from their fiery attraction to help the underground after a second attempt on his life max faces critical choices will he follow his head or his heart in a dying fairy fantasyland can two shifters tell if the magic between them is real while volunteering for hurricane cleanup sheriff s deputy and leopard shifter chantal hammond stumbles across two escapees from a fairy fantasyland unfortunately when she tries to help she ends up trapped she quickly discovers she s lost in a mini world of trouble and more captives need rescuing prehistoric sloth shifter dauro de mar and his friends have cruelly been imprisoned in their animal forms for years his plan to lead the escape is mostly wishful thinking until an intoxicating and magical leopard shifter arrives still in her human form she s their game changer it s going to take chantal s and dauro s combined skills magic and courage to evade evil hunters and greedy fairies and get everyone out of this mess especially since the fairy fantasyland is disintegrating can they fight off danger and their sizzling attraction long enough to win their freedom or will they be destroyed by the mother of all storms when this magical land dies find out today in shifter s storm another sizzling hot ice age shifters paranormal romance from usa today bestselling author carol van natta shifter s storm is a complete story with a happily ever after and no cliffhanger and can be enjoyed without having read the rest of the series the ice age shifters series shifter mate magic book 1 shift of destiny book 2 heart of a dire wolf book 3 dire wolf wanted book 4 shifter s storm book 5 saint is a bear shifter on the war path he just wants to sleep the winter away but his rowdy neighbours in the remote rocky mountains valley have other plans when the cougar shifter brothers refuse to keep the noise down he reacts on instinct kidnapping a beautiful female who smells like sweet berries and tempts him like no other a female who happens to be mated to one of the brothers holly s first
taste of freedom isn’t going as planned escaping her family to join in the winter wedding celebrations at cougar creek with her friend ember sounded fantastic until a grouchy bear shifter grabs her a gorgeous male who rouses instincts in her that are startling and powerful igniting a fierce need to growl and stake a claim on him a gorgeous bear who might be her fated mate can holly resist the hungers saint awakens in her and when saint realises his mistake about her identity can he convince the stunning holly to give him a second chance if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you stolen by her bear is the first book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a grumpy grizzly bear shifter who just wants to sleep a cougar shifter heroine unlucky in love a case of mistaken identity a blizzard and a cast of bear shifters and cougar shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear 2 rescued by her bear 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily ever after after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after first in series alpha shifter she s used to rescuing strays and injured animals but she s not prepared for the wolf shifter passed out in her ditch patience doesn t always live up to her name and she wants the guy she brought home to sleep one off gone she s figured out what he is and since she s human and shouldn t know his kind exists she s worried he ll start asking all the wrong questions because that s not the only secret she s hiding the sooner her stray gets going the better malcolm was lost in so many ways when patience woke him up in that cold ditch just when he s ready dust himself off and go back to work finding his long lost sister he realizes the pretty human knows more than she s letting on since his job to is to protect shifter kind it s a handy excuse to hang around it s hard keeping her private life private when malcolm ingratiates himself so seamlessly into every part of it and even worse when she likes it but when their pasts clash with their present and her secret rescue work is exposed danger claws at her doorstep will that be when malcolm finally leaves her for good a shifter s salvation is a standalone read in the wolf shifter paranormal romance series pale moonlight for readers who also like larissa tone s joyce zoe chant charlene hartnady and milly taiden alisa woods jk harper felicity heaton cella kyle marina maddix lorelei moone callista ball layla nash aj tipton christina phillips lg castillo macle Flynn alisa woods jr ward gena showalter kresley cole may sage brenda k davies lee savino renee rose vivian arend amelia shaw ines johnson nj Walters krystal shannon grace goodwin and eve langlais paranormal romance paranormal romance series enemies to lovers bodyguard paranormal paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after action romance steamy shifter romance wolf shifter romance shape shifters shifter shapeshifter fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werewolf romance series shapeshifter romance series love at first sight fate true love top ebooks in romance top ebooks in paranormal evie left her cherokee homeland for independence but when life blows up in her face and she runs home she doesn t expect to find a mountain of muscle with a heart of gold but he s got a beast of a secret under all that muscle
wyatt future alpha of the big paw shifters wreaks havoc on evie's good sense but he's got no time for a mate too bad she drives his bear crazy and now he's powerless to deny her but will evie accept him and how can she love if she's looking over her shoulder when trouble finds his mate wyatt's paws to the ground fighting for his happily ever after bear shifter rune hates wolf shifters wolves and the hunter organisation archangel have taken too much from him and the only good wolf is a dead wolf so when a howl goes up in black ridge territory rune is out for blood only he's not prepared for the sleek beautiful and fiery female he finds trapped in a hunter's snare or the shadow of his past she has on her tail on the run from a pack leader determined to enslave her callie is desperate to reach the sanctuary of the white wolf pack when she finds herself caught in a trap things look as if they can't get any worse until a mountain of a man emerges from the night an ice cold bear who is equal parts alluring and terrifying and might just be the key to securing her freedom can callie crack the ice around rune's heart and convince him to help her and when the price of his revenge is risking getting another female killed will rune be willing to pay it if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you unleashed by her bear is the fourth book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a growly black bear shifter with a dark past a big heart and a bad attitude a wolf shifter heroine on the run from her pack and a cast of bear shifters and wolf shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after discover the world of the paranormal council in this enthralling panther shifter bear shifter paranormal romance featuring fated mates and more can they heal each other's wounds or will they live the rest of their without their fated mate the only way for vic to deal with the death of his parents is to hide away in the woods doing everything that he can to avoid his responsibilities as the panther alpha for years nita believed that her entire family was dead but hearing a rumour that her cousin is still alive she sets out to find him a chance encounter in the woods brings the two shifters together and something quickly sparks between them the bear's claws is book six of the paranormal council a fated mates paranormal romance series it can be read as a standalone and includes a shifter m f romance if you enjoy fated mates light hearted paranormal romances intertwined standalone a hint of steam quick reads and plenty of swoon check out the complete paranormal council series today search terms keywords for the paranormal council series paranormal romance pnr fated mates shifters shifter romance witches dryads nymphs necromancers banshees panther shifter tiger shifter snake shifter owl shifter jackal shifter vampire vampire romance witch romance leopard shifter dragon shifter unicorn shifter dating app incubus faerie fae fairy siren ladybird shifter ladybug shifter hare shifter raven shifter steamy romance steamy paranormal romance destiny fate love meant to be friends to lovers second chance one night to forever single parent contemporary fantasy quick reads enemies to lovers sports romance forbidden romance opposites attract workplace romance urban fantasy romance
fantasy romance unusual shifters if you love these authors you’ll enjoy this series jr ward sarah j maas sherrilyn kenyon karen marie moning jennifer l armentrout kresley cole nalini singh christine Feehan gina showalter lora leigh patricia briggs rebecca zanetti abigail owen laurell k hamilton i t lucas jeaniene frost lynsay sands lori foster kat martin kf breene nora roberts britt andrews donna grant susanne valenti caroline peckham amelia hutchins ilona andrews tate james kathryn moon angel lawson ashley n rostek siobhan davis kit rocha crystal ash eva ashwood sarah piper raven kennedy j d robb kait ballenger shelly laurentson kerri maniscalco anna hackett terry bolryder julie ann walker alexandra ivy brittney sahin jennifer estep susan fanetti lara adrian brenda k davi

leinia stone kristen ashley leann castellanos dianne duvall kathleen ryder candace sams tina moss ruby dixon ella maven and teresa gabelman adrian marlowe is a dolphin shifter who can shift into a dragon and a new and dangerous development to his shifter abilities now he’s gone from wealthy ceo to man on a mission figure out how to tame the dragon before it destroys him landing the job as the new project manager in charge of the interior design of waterscape’s new underwater hotel is reese briden’s dream job come true until she meets the sexy ceo and escaping the sexual tension that arises between them becomes impossible adrian could be the perfect lover except for one flaw well maybe it’s not really a flaw more of an inconvenience because he is her boss reese is feisty beautiful and confident and she might even be adrian’s mate except she doesn’t know about the dragon now he has to decide whether to reveal himself or risk losing both her and his corporation however he just might lose himself if he lets the dragon consume him McDermott derry stanton is an old money playboy who sleeps his way through half the world one willing woman at a time a bear shifter he never hibernates alone sometimes even one woman isn’t enough but when this irresistible billionaire meets jessica murphy everything changes the man who views life as a female feast suddenly acquires more discerning tastes the only woman who can satisfy him now is jessica murphy he must have her immediately frequently jess however doesn’t want any man least of all a spoiled playboy who about to become her brother in law a pre med student with deep ambitions and a past filled with painful rejection she’s all business too bad derry stanton is her business a frequent customer at the platinum club where she waits tables and now the best man to her maid of honor in her sister’s wedding the guy is everywhere and pretty soon she finds herself everywhere too in his arms on his bed between the sheets but sex is the last thing she needs or it was until she meets derry and starts hearing the beat and feeling a connection she’d never imagined never dreamed never hoped for it’s all too unbearably good the billionaire shifter’s virgin mate is the second book in the billionaire shifters club series by diana seere the paranormal pen name for two new york times and usa today bestselling romantic comedy authors this book is a standalone within a series learn more about us on our diana seere facebook page topics paranormal romance shifter romance shapesifter romance billionaire romance billionaire shifter shifter wedding reformed rake billionaire wolf billionaire shapeshifter romance paranormal otherworldly fantasy wolf bear mountain lion contemporary romance hot romance hot shifter romance firefighter romance montana romance boston romance otherworldly romance pnr romance shifter myth series shifter romance series instalove biotech billionaire bbw romance bbw shifter this collection contains five novellas and one novel including spurs fangs frozen soul the pawn centaur’s prize tiger tears and lion about spurs fangs bears are killing humans and the sexy new deputy just showed up on gracie’s porch to check on her his arrival sets off a cascade of events revealing long held secrets that turn everything gracie thought she knew upside down can she keep her heart and heart safe or will she succumb to the deputy’s baby blues and rock hard abs frozen soul a wolf’s love is forever and so is the bond of the pack even after she broke it off with their alpha tysen the pack still loved jess so when they discover her current boyfriend jon is literally draining her soul her wolf family is right there to come to her rescue back amongst their
ranks the bond she shares with them and tysen grows stronger than ever and she can t deny how desperately she s missed them all but now the truth of jess and jon s relationship comes blasting through the door and brings everyone to their knees she s sacrificed more for the pack than any of them realized the question now remains is there a way for tysen to save her soul the pawn in a game of gods and witches some pawns only want freedom created from the bones of achilles achillia was destined for more than being a simple servant trained by ares and tested by apollo she is sent to the mortal world to open the door preventing the gods from returning she finds help in an unlikely ally and only together can she free the gods if they don t kill each other first centaur s prize a zodiac shifters paranormal romance sagittarius the centaur s prized possession was lost and as the guard on duty that night all blame is placed on lysander for punishment they exiled him to the human s world away from his herd and the only life he had known the only way he can get back to olympus is to find the lost item a feat made much more difficult when a gorgeous tall and leggy blonde trots into his life mendra is the last of her kind a pegasus with the ability to shift into human form or equine form her mother told her wild tales about lands with centaurs satyrs gods and heroes but she never believed them until she met a man like her a man who could shift into equine form and tells her similar stories he asks for her help finding a lost item so he can return to olympus and his herd she wants to help him but she s afraid to lose the one person who makes her feel like she s home lysander convinces mendra to help him but as they search for the lost item her is t so certain he wants to return home life with the humans is so much different than olympus and his heart aches at the thought of leaving mendra behind alone in a world without a herd of her own will his arrow fly true or will they lose more than they ever imagined tiger tears a zodiac shifters paranormal romance taurus humans turned werewolves threaten her happily ever after after leaving behind those who used her tara is on a mission to find the perfect shifter to be her partner but everyone has a past and tara s is threatening to destroy everything she s worked toward if she wants to survive she s going to have to fight tooth and claw as if she has a choice lion about a zodiac shifters paranormal romance virgo the cost of magic might be too high a chance encounter opens new doors for milena and introduces her to one of the top bachelors in the city but faerie holds the key to restoring her magic and those she escaped 10 years ago resume their hunt of her she must make the hard choice between love and life or lose them both a shifter without a mate is a shifter without a mind it s been five years since shilo s mate walked out on her and she s been just a little tiny bit unstable a feeling that isn t helped by the impending fight with a neighboring wolf shifter colony she might not be all there but even a crazed shifter knows waking up in a stranger s bed hours from home to find the contacts from her pack murdered means she s in trouble aimless and restless and unconcerned with anything beyond his next one night stand waylon agrees to act as bodyguard for some shifter pack liaison embroiled in a power struggle what could it hurt he s been aching for five years and maybe this assignment will take his mind off all he s lost but when he meets his client his world stops it s her his mate the one he left thanks to their history he can t just walk away and leave her as a target thanks to her instability she can t go home without backup if either wants to survive the bloody present both will have to set aside their heartbreak ing past and fight for their uncertain future a shifter s claim is a standalone read in the paranormal romance series pale moonlight for readers who also like larissa ione t s joyce zoe chant charlene hartnady and milly taiden alisa woods jk harper felicity heaton celia kyle marina maddix lorelei moone callista ball layla nash aj tipton christina phillips lg castillo mac flynn alisa woods jr ward gena showalter kresley cole may sage brenda k davies lee savino renee rose vivian arend amelia shaw ines johnson nj walters krystal shannon grace goodwin and eve langlais paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine
modern colour tv circuits vol xviii 1st edition

action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after action romance steamy shifter romance wolf shifter romance shape shifters shifter shapeshifter fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werewolf romance series shapeshifter romance series love at first sight fate true love top ebooks in romance top ebooks in paranormal a new paranormal series involving a warrior enslaved by desire and the woman who frees his soul guardian angel leyna angelheardt travels the world trying to guide children to their brighter futures however free will rules the human spirit and after she loses three charges her heart needs healing before she can continue her calling directed toward the magically protected town of willows haven she faces her greatest challenge vithar Woodward runs the small town newspaper with his twin brother but his family harbors a dark secret a century ago an incubus cursed them to spend their days shapeshifted into animals now with only a few days until the curse culminates vithar knows his only hope is to find true love and nullify the curse yet he wonders who would ever love a man who spends half his days as a barred owl when leyna and vithar meet it becomes clear that fate has drawn them together as sparks dart between them leyna must decide if she should remain a guardian angel or embrace this new existence of loving a mortal for after all what is more magical than true love knox is determined to find the drug lord hunting his twin s fated mate and put an end to him and his men but when he locates the humans he gets the surprise of his life he knows the beautiful bewitching female guiding them this bear shifter isn t one for believing in second chances but it looks as if the one he s been hoping for just walked into his territory now all he needs to do is save her find his balls and admit he s crazy in love with her and not mess things up again skye is desperate her bar is badly in need of a cash injection so when four men show up offering a huge sum of money for a guide she recklessly agrees to take them up into a dangerous wintry valley when she discovers the men have come armed for more than the local wildlife and finds herself their hostage things don t look good and she s not sure her luck is changing for the better when she spots someone tailing them a man she hasn t seen in two years since they surrendered to their attraction and shared one magical night together and he left her without a word can knox redeem himself by saving skye from danger and prove himself worthy of a second shot with his one true mate and can skye bring herself to forgive the gorgeous wicked Knox the only man to break her heart if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you saved by her bear is the third book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a growly grizzly bear shifter with a big heart and a bad attitude a down on her luck mortal heroine swept up in danger a second chance romance and a cast of bear shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance shifter bear shifters shifter bear romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after for years reluctant earth witch daphne lowe has feared the strength of her powers when she loses control people are harmed she already ruined deputy sheriff stanford morgan s life once when their relationship ignited his dormant magical
powers and turned him into the legendary white stag getting involved with him again would just hurt him more she has to ignore her feelings for him and hope that someday he'll stop loving her too except the paranormal sanctuary of willows haven needs daphne and stanford together she must anchor the town's mythical willow trees and he serves as guardian only then will the town's supernatural residents be safe from the outside world trapped together by a snowstorm daphne and stanford have a second chance at happiness if they can resolve their past issues when a dark witch invades the town a final test of their commitment emerges to succeed they'll have to truly trust in each other and embrace the power of their love can a second chance at love survive vengeance from the past i've been a lone wolf all my life and now this woman wants me to join her pack there's no way it'll work i grew up in the foster system so when i started shifting i had no one to go to no help at all but i've survived and i'm doing good alone but then molly shows up and like all fated mates she turns my house and my life upside down she offers me a refuge from those that are hunting us because we're rare special hybrid shifters but it could be too late for us all the sole shifters are on our tail and they're set on wiping us out once and for all that is unless my dragon shifter has something to say about it contains two hot dragon shifters and therefore steamy themes language no cheating and a guaranteed happily ever after jumping out of airplanes is the easy part for these smokejumping bear shifters parachuting out of an aircraft and into a wildfire is just another day at the office but playing with fire takes on a whole new meaning when their fated mates show up how can anyone truly accept the beasts within them will they be left standing when the smoke clears on these bears secrets dive into the fire and find out the series compilation includes six bear shifter romance stories a blaze to bear a spark to bear a burn to bear a flame to bear an ember to bear a pause for readers who also like larissa ione t's joyce zoe chant charlene hartnady and milly taiden alisa woods jk harper felicity heaton celia kyle marina Maddix lorelei moone callista ball layla nash aj tipton christina phillips ig castillo mac flynn alisa woods jr ward gena showalter kresley cole may sage brenda k davies lee savino renee rose vivian arend amelia shaw ines johnson nj walters krystal shannon grace goodwin and eve langlais paranormal romance paranormal romance series enemies to lovers bodyguard paranormal paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after action romance steamy shifter romance wolf shifter romance shape shifters shifter shapeshifter fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werewolf romance series shapeshifter romance series love at first sight fate true love top ebooks in romance top ebooks in paranormal wanted by a billionaire and his lawyer best friend and they are not keen on sharing ivy when i took the unpaid internship i didn't really know what i was getting into i simply didn't have any plans for my life but i certainly wasn't expecting to meet two
men like winslow and hollis and they both want me the problem is i want them both and i can t possibly pick one from the two if they want me they will have to learn to share winslow hollis she s not one of us but we both want to own her so badly so badly that we might even consider sharing we know the bear community isn t going to accept an outsider like her but that s the last thing on our mind all we want now is to make her ours this story is a 30 000 word 3 part romance author s note this book contains mature language and themes intended for adults only this book is previously published under the title ivy s league of bear shifters i hated him even when i wanted him for more than two hundred years no one had ever infuriated me more than harry laurier and he knows it after moving to california i was glad i would never have to see him again as far as i was concerned harry could have his alpha status assuming his father actually relinquished his ancient hold over the leadership all i d wanted was to start anew i wanted a fresh start away from those who judged me so harshly why then does fate keep conspiring against me and throwing harry in my path at every possible opportunity i m an omega female all alone in the world with only one person who understands an alpha who isn t even my friend and who can never know the secret i m hiding books in this shifter romance collection bear s legacy wolf s heir vampire regent dragon s rules kiss mate shifters series epilogue content warning explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters intended for mature audiences after months of preparations the new alliance is ready to reveal itself in a spectacular fashion james finch joins his comrades and exposes his true nature in front of the world media he was prepared for some fall out but finds himself in a bind when he is reunited with the one that got away when charlie mcallister switches on the tv after a trying day working at the edinburgh herald the last thing she expects to see is her former flame james as she watches him transform into a bear she has two realizations this must be why he dumped her so many years ago and finally she has a chance to bag a real story and make a name for herself surely with james s true nature revealed nothing stands in the way of their second chance at happiness right wrong you don t just expose an ancient secret without rubbing a lot of folk the wrong way now james and everyone close to him have targets on their backs if you like t s joyce zoe chant and scarlett grove then you will love the scottish werebears series by lorelei moone this series has got it all sexy alpha male bear shifters curvy heroines gripping overarching action suspense storyline that spans across all titles and a happily ever after for every couple this sixth and final title in the series includes themes of fated mates love conquers all and second chance romance recommended reading order an unexpected affair play google com store books details id hzkcdqaaqbaj free a dangerous business play google com store books details id n9vddqaaqbaj a forbidden love play google com store books details id gdvddqaaqbaj a new beginning play google com store books details id y9vddqaaqbaj a painful dilemma play google com store books details id x9vddqaaqbaj a second chance play google com store books details id jntdqaaqbaj or save with scottish werebears the complete collection play google com store books details id wd5ddqaaqbaj keywords action romance paranormal romance steamy shifter romance bear shifter romance shape shifters scottish highlands highlander fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werebear romance series bear shifter romance series shapeshifter romance series romance set in scotland scottish romance paranormal romantic suspense workplace romance love at first sight fate true love second chance romance young lovers reunited first love a woman haunted two fallen with sleeping beasts the age of the ghost shifters is ending bbw paranormal shape shifter romance widow cass stephens wants to mourn in peace a freak snowstorm and the fear of no snacks drives her out into the cold and into the arms of two sexy shifters who may or may not want to rob her of her can opener jax and damon have been cursed they need cass to complete their alpha triad and awaken the dormant beasts within them and they really need that can opener acceptance from their clan is enough stress but cass s presence brings unease to the surrounding packs and they re willing to start a
war to stop the triad from forming cass will either prove she's strong enough to be part of the most powerful triad the shifter world has ever known or die at the hands of those who are afraid to find out content warning this book is for grown ups they do grown up stuff explicit love scenes threesomes cursing and violence oh and sexy shifter fun if this isn't your thing please skip this book but if you love m/f m/m fun times and men who lurv their woman then hop on in as one of the final surviving members of a brutal shifter clan i've been chained and imprisoned for my entire life by my human uncle for the sole purpose of keeping other humans safe from me at least that's his excuse solitude and pain are all i've known so when four men show up claiming to be my saviors i'm not exactly receptive to the idea sure i'm grateful that they've busted me out of my own personal brand of hell but that's about as far as the gratitude goes now i have no money no pack and nowhere to go unless i take them up on their offer to transport me safely to newhaven a sanctuary for omega wolves deep in the woodlands of alaska with no other choice left i take it while vowing to keep my distance for the week long trip but as time passes my guard falls leaving me conflicted and suddenly vulnerable to the charismatically handsome group of men will i make it to newhaven without falling for them and do i really want to this is a reverse harem wolf shifter romance with themes of abuse trauma overcoming it and learning to trust the ones you love when ever jackson came to arcadia to track down her missing sister she was immediately met with suspicion by the strange residents nobody's willing to help her search but she's determined to get to the bottom of things even when a pesky town sheriff decides to stick his nose where it doesn't belong lawman or not ever isn't leaving arcadia without her sister aidan tucker preferred humans stay out of his shifter town they're a danger to his world especially nosy ones like ever his job was to get the girl off shifter land until he got a whiff of her and realized with a shock that the little spitfire who won't back down from a fight is both human and his mate well hell the human might get herself killed so aidan tags along even though she doesn't want his help but there are secrets in his town that go beyond mere shapeshifting some that even the sheriff doesn't know and ever jackson may be right in the middle of trouble decades in captivity and hundreds of fights in the arena have molded maverick into a bear with a bad attitude and a dark hunger for violence twenty years later and he's still trying to let go of his past and move on but a phone call sets him on a collision course with a female from his time at the compound the one female he always wanted but could never have and thought he would never see again a beautiful bear who stirs desires best denied and wrecks his rigid control when bronwyn receives a video call from an archangel huntress who has captured her brother she'll do anything to save him even condemn another to suffer in the cages in his place but when a familiar voice answers the number of the shifter she's meant to bring in hurling her back in time and rousing a fierce need that has only been growing in their years apart can she lie to the only man she's ever loved and lure him back into hell if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you awakened by her bear is the final book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a growly grizzly bear shifter with a big heart and a bad attitude a bear shifter heroine caught up in danger a second chance romance and a cast of bear shifters and cougar shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no
cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily ever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after leaving his cosy cabin at black ridge in the middle of a winter storm isn’t Lowe’s idea of a good time but he’ll do whatever his alpha wants with his twin for company he battles the blizzard and his grouchy bear side trying to keep his spirits up when his brother brings up his bad habit of getting his heart broken Lowe is sure things can’t get any worse and then a gunshot echoes around the valley and the smell of blood sends his instincts wild and when he finds the owner of the delicate tempting scent and sets eyes on the most beautiful female he’s ever seen fear and hope collide as he realises she’s human but everything inside him roars fated mate going on the run hadn’t been in Caméo’s life plan but when her nice guy turned drug lord ex kills her brother and sets his sights on her the binder goes out of the window staying one step ahead of Karl and his men is vital to staying alive but a wrong turn leads her into a remote valley and what looks like the end of the line until a gorgeous six-six mountain of a man rescues her and growls a vow to protect her as the heat that crackles between them blazes into an inferno Caméo is torn between accepting Lowe’s help and leaving to keep him safe with the clock ticking and the men hunting her drawing ever closer will Caméo follow her head or her heart if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you rescued by her bear is the second book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a grizzly bear shifter with a big heart a mortal heroine caught up in danger and a cast of bear shifters and cougar shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the Canadian Rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from New York Times and USA Today international best selling author Felicity Heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily ever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada park ranger no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after after he lost his mind again and she might lose her son again years after Gray had a complete mental breakdown that cost him everything he clawed his way back to mental balance a steady job and a solid relationship with his grown and married daughter gone are the years of thinking conspiracies abound and that he is being followed until a stunning woman busts down his back door and announces that there’s a secret world he doesn’t know about and it’s hunting him after losing her mate and one of her children Armana abandoned the shifter world to spare the lives of her two surviving children two decades later they’re grown and healthy but she’s between packs and still fighting for a relationship with her angry son so coming to the aid of his mate’s human father seems like a good way to prove herself only she can’t shake the feelings growing for gray and he finds a kindred spirit in her but if they reach safety the shifter world won’t let Gray keep his memories of their kind and Armana will become nothing more than a dream that drives him back into insanity a shifter’s second chance is a standalone read in the wolf shifter paranormal romance series pale moonlight for readers who also like
larissa ione t s joyce zoe chant charlene hartnady and milly taiden alisa woods jk harper felicity heaton celia kyle marina maddix lorelei moone callista ball layla
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bodyguard paranormal paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed
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top ebooks in paranormal a shy billionaire hiding from the world an easy going hunk with a secret can they win the shifter games without losing each other

handsome billionaire marc rochester hates the fame that comes with his infamous family s fortune he works as a small time veterinarian and he keeps to himself until his best friend pushes him to compete in a supernatural competition the shifter games when he meets sylvester at the race marc finds there may be advantages to getting out of the house after all can marc take the leap to let somebody in sylvester burrows is a confident competitor who can t resist his passionate attraction for marc there s one problem in just a few short months sylvester is moving across the globe for his dream job he tries not to get too close to the sexily aloof marc but sylvester cannot deny his feelings for long when fate pushes them together sylvester knows he will have to choose between his dreams or his love conquering the bear is a standalone paranormal romance novella in the bear shifter games series set in a contemporary world filled with unexpected wonders magic and suspense if you like steamy romance muscle bound shifters and unbridled courage you ll love aj tipton s breathtaking book buy conquering the bear to get in the game today cole he had never met anyone like tarsha white curvy sexy as sin smart and sassy the works billionaire bear shifter cole barron knew he had to have her knew he had to claim her as his own mate she doesn t know he s a werebear it doesn t matter he s going to take her and make her scream in ecstasy heck he might even put a baby inside her tarsha she had never met a man like cole barron before but she knew the type rich cocky arrogant think they can get whatever they want she had him pegged from a mile away and yet when his eyes devoured her she felt herself melting in his gaze when his fingers touched her she felt herself wanting to give in one night only fun and no expectations what could go wrong but just one night was all it took for him to put a baby in her bear s to mate is a steamy full length paranormal shifter romance that depicts an alpha shifter billionaire willing to do anything to claim his mate a surprise pregnancy and closes with a happy ending enjoy this steamy reverse harem lion shifter romance featuring fated mates destined for each other from best selling author jade alters stuck in a senseless job calculating endless facts and figures i just felt like there had to be more to life sure taking on a new job completely out of my field felt a little rash but something about it felt so right keeping house for four unbelievably hot military men couldn t be that hard everything seemed normal enough but soon i felt myself passionately drawn to my four new temporary housemates blake hale stone and preston which is totally out of character for me how could this be before i can question my new reality it gets turned upside down again an enemy s shown up at our doorstep can i count on my four newfound lovers to find me before it s too late a steamy reverse harem paranormal novel full of alpha males a strong heroine and sexy lion shifters start this completed series today fated shifter mates series 1 mated to the pack 2 mated to team shadow 3 mated to the pride 4 taming her bears 5 mated to the clan 6 protected by the pack 7 claimed by the pack mated to the pride is a fast burn suspenseful paranormal reverse harem romance in the fated shifter mates collection content warning love scenes naughty language and piles of sexy shifter secrets
intended for mature audiences no cheating and no cliffhangers if you are a fan of j l wilder celeste raye shae sullivan cassie cole and daniella wright you re going to love this reverse harem paranormal romance search terms paranormal romance romantic books romance ebooks books to read and download contemporary romance paranormal romance books ebooks romance romance books for adults no cliffhangers supernatural romance books paranormal romance books full novel steamy romance books happily ever after guaranteed hea no cliffhangers happy for now hfn love books love stories romantic novels new beginnings no cliffhangers reverse harem rh shifter books adventure books shifters lion shifter true mates hunky shifters alpha male protectors alpha omega packmate steamy adventure action packed military romance soldier romance alpha sexy hero when it comes to shapeshifting paranormal romance who can resist new york times bestselling author angela knight usa today bestselling author lora leigh and national bestselling authors alyssa day and virginia kantra whether transforming under a blue moon or prowling the streets the shifters come alive to fulfill the wildest of fantasies in this seductive anthology by four masters of paranormal romance from usa today and new york times bestselling author lynn red comes a steamy seductive sensuously heart felt alpha werebear romance curvy scrappy and slightly self conscious lilah jorgenson is a raccoon shifting painter with a white streak in her hair and a longing to find the family she never really had as a kit scraping by in back alleys lilah had to steal to survive the only predictable part of her life is her weekend job at the jamesburg jail oh and her constant grinding need to find a mate a family and a home to call her own thickly muscled inked up former soldier rex lee spent five years away but when family duty calls he and his little cub come home love is distant memory the only thing rex has on his mind is keeping his family his daughter and his father safe until a fight lands him in the jamesburg lockup when lilah sees the giant behind bars the tattoos around his eyes make her yearn and burn hotter than she ever has in her twenty six years of life and when rex catches a glimpse of lilah s two toned eyes and sly grin no matter how much he fights his instincts sometimes a bear just can t say no no matter how much lilah tells herself it s all wrong she knows deep down she and rex it s exactly right lilah may have sworn off theft when the jorgenson family took her in but she s got one thing left to steal rex s heart the jamesburg shifters is a usa today best selling series of standalone novels featuring a unique hero heroine and satisfying hea ending no cliffhangers here books can be enjoyed in any order you like you won t miss a thing when a werecat warrior and her fearsome face pride an unexpected new enemy as this action packed shapeshifter series continues being the first female werecat enforcer isn t easy but while scars accumulate i m also getting stronger in so many ways as for my personal life it s complicated choices worth making always are ever since my brother s death and my father s impeachment it s all i can do to prevent more blood from spilling now our pride is under attack by a flight of vicious thunderbirds and making peace with our new enemies may be the only way to get the best of our old foe with the body count rising and treachery everywhere my instincts tell me to look before i leap but sometimes a leap of faith is the only real option sexy female shifters who growl bite and mate three steam stories of female shifters finding the mate destined for them if you love sexy as sin f f wolf shifters paranormal romance stories that will leave you breathless then grab this hot box set book 1 lyric s mate lyric moved to moon valley for a fresh start a new town a new home and a new job was a dream come true finding that her new boss was her mate was totally unexpected will she be able to keep her wolf at bay book 2 meadow s mate meadow the new teacher in town had her eyes on the only female enforcer in the pack little did she know the enforcer had meadow in her sights when a group of rogue wolves blows into town will sage be able to save her book 3 tuesday s mate tuesday the new accountant in town was entranced by sunni the coffee shop owner their wolves know they are meant for each other but will sunni and tuesday
listen to their beasts warning these stories are sexy fast paced and will leave you begging for more my world was a gray blur until i met them my shifters the men who rescued me from the lie i was living for a brief moment even in the midst of chaos i found happiness then strand found me again now my new life hangs in the balance doctor shepherd isn t done with his little experiment and he wants me back alive when strand hunters rip me away from everything good i fought so hard for something inside me snaps but when my wolf is finally called her untamed power upends everything in my life including my relationships with the four shifter men who mean more to me than anything there s a monster inside me and she ll either save me or destroy me wolf called is the second book in the last shifter series a reverse harem story intended for ages 18 this book contains strong language violence sexual situations and a heroine who doesn t have to choose between her men long before germany rounded up romani and sent them to prison camps the netherlands declared them undesirables yara s caravan disbanded when she was fifteen ten years have passed and she s been alone for most of that time hiding in caves and abandoned buildings it s a lonely life but at least she still has one
Sailing With Her Wolf 2020-06-05

Wolf shifter Marley Gerwulf was protective of her human best friend Zara York. Their friendship dated back to their sophomore year in high school. Throughout the years, they had been glued to each other's hip, experiencing life together. When Zara broke up with her longtime boyfriend, Marley suggested a three-week girls' trip sailing the Pacific Ocean. It would help her friend clear her mind and celebrate her newly found single life. Marley had spent the last fourteen years of her life knowing they'd only ever be friends. Her wolf had identified Zara as her mate the day they met. The urge to mate was strong, but she was always able to overcome it, knowing she'd rather have Zara in her life as a friend than not at all. After setting sail with Tahiti as their destination, an intense storm caught them off guard. Damaging their yacht floating aimlessly along in the ocean, Marley was determined to ensure their survival, with life or death situations at every turn. Will Marley be able to protect Zara while resisting the call to mate?

Blood Bond 2016-04-26

Shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins, blurs, and finally shatters. Futuristic shifter paranormal romance author's note: Blood Bond is book three in the Underground Heat Trilogy. All three novels are full-length shifter romances with happy-ever-after endings. You can buy the books individually or in the boxed set titled Underground Heat. Head of the Shifter Underground's security force, Johannes has his hands full when Max, the underground's leader, is almost killed by a sniper fire. Johannes breaks a cardinal rule to save his friend and makes a discovery about himself that changes everything. Daria has been a healer in one capacity or another for hundreds of years, but wholesale slaughter aimed at wiping out her kin is something new. Called to the governor's mansion after Max gets shot, she finds him wallowing in a river of his own blood. By rights, he should be dead. She questions Johannes but remains stubbornly silent after telling her an outright lie if Johannes wasn't so knockout gorgeous and she wasn't so wiped out. Daria would've left after treating Max instead. Johannes talks her into staying, then orders her to work for the underground as head of security. It's his right to commandeer personnel. Daria is torn. Johannes is the most compelling man she's ever met, but he's also arrogant. Compounding the problem, her cat thinks he's their mate. After he runs roughshod over her, she doesn't care about anything except getting as far away from him as she can. But escape isn't possible. A series of lethal attacks throw Daria into Johannes' path and keep her there. He's desperately attracted to her, but anything beyond sex with any woman isn't part of his life plan. His cat says she's their mate, but it doesn't alter Johannes' staunch refusal to consider anything that might turn into love. He has his reasons. They've served him well, and he sees no reason to change them. Now praise for the underground heat series: What a great read! This one combines two of my fav things: sci-fi and shifters. Oh, and loads of steamy action. Goodreads review: Ann Gimpel does it again! Another fantastic shifter book. I loved the futuristic spin on the shifter tale. The first I've read of its kind, the characters were loveable. The story engaging. Romance readers retreat. Ann Gimpel is frickin' awesome! I cannot explain how much I loved this book. The way she writes is so expressive and imaginative. Real Goodreads review: Excellent start to a new series by author Ann Gimpel. I love her take on shifters and a futuristic California. The story is easily followed yet rich and complex. Crystal's quirky reviews fans of the following books and...
shifters keep their friends close and their enemies closer in a shadowy world where the line between hunter and hunted thins blurs and finally shatters author s note wolf born is book two in the underground heat trilogy all three novels are full length shifter romances with happy ever after endings you can buy the books individually or in the boxed set titled underground heat max leads a double life in a futuristic california that s almost out of resources despite grave risks he ran for state governor to protect his people he s also leader of the shifter underground threatened with genocide many shifters have gone into hiding some blame max and the underground for their plight rather than the governmental edict that s meant death for so many audrey works for max unlike most humans with low levels of shifter blood who bless their lucky stars they avoided the purge she wants to be a shifter if she could find a way to finesse it she d quit her job in a heartbeat and go to work helping the shifter underground the only sticking point is max she s been half in love with him forever against a dog eat dog political backdrop where no one knows who their allies are max and audrey spar with one another max fears she s part of the group trying to kill him audrey has no idea about max s double identity and worries she won t be able to walk away from their fiery attraction to help the underground after a second attempt on his life max faces critical choices will he follow his head or his heart

**Shifter’s Storm 2019-12-12**

in a dying fairy fantasyland can two shifters tell if the magic between them is real while volunteering for hurricane cleanup sheriff’s deputy and leopard shifter chantal hammond stumbles across two escapees from a fairy fantasyland unfortunately when she tries to help she ends up trapped she quickly discovers she s lost in a mini world of trouble and more captives need rescuing prehistoric sloth shifter dauro de mar and his friends have cruelly been imprisoned in
their animal forms for years his plan to lead the escape is mostly wishful thinking until an intoxicating and magical leopard shifter arrives still in her human form she is their game changer it s going to take chantal and dauro s combined skills magic and courage to evade evil hunters and greedy fairies and get everyone out of this mess especially since the fairy fantasyland is disintegrating can they fight off danger and their sizzling attraction long enough to win their freedom or will they be destroyed by the mother of all storms when this magical land dies find out today in shifter s storm another sizzling hot ice age shifters paranormal romance from usa today bestselling author carol van natta shifter s storm is a complete story with a happily ever after and no cliffhanger and can be enjoyed without having read the rest of the series the ice age shifters series shifter mate magic book 1 shift of destiny book 2 heart of a dire wolf book 3 dire wolf wanted book 4 shifter s storm book 5

**Stolen by her Bear 2021-07-20**

saint is a bear shifter on the war path he just wants to sleep the winter away but his rowdy neighbours in the remote rocky mountains valley have other plans when the cougar shifter brothers refuse to keep the noise down he reacts on instinct kidnapping a beautiful female who smells like sweet berries and tempts him like no other a female who happens to be mated to one of the brothers holly s first taste of freedom isn t going as planned escaping her family to join in the winter wedding celebrations at cougar creek with her friend ember sounded fantastic until a grouchy bear shifter grabs her a gorgeous male who rouses instincts in her that are startling and powerful igniting a fierce need to growl and stake a claim on him a gorgeous bear who might be her fated mate can holly resist the hungers saint awakens in her and when saint realises his mistake about her identity can he convince the stunning holly to give him a second chance if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you stolen by her bear is the first book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a grumpy grizzly bear shifter who just wants to sleep a cougar shifter heroine unlucky in love a case of mistaken identity a blizzard and a cast of bear shifters and cougar shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after first in series alpha shifter
A Shifter's Salvation 2020-07-20

She's used to rescuing strays and injured animals but she's not prepared for the wolf shifter passed out in her ditch. Patience doesn't always live up to her name and she wants the guy she brought home to sleep one off gone. She figured out what he is and since she's human and shouldn't know his kind exists she's worried he'll start asking all the wrong questions because that's not the only secret she's hiding. The sooner her stray gets going the better. Malcolm was lost in so many ways when patience woke him up in that cold ditch just when he's ready to dust himself off and go back to work finding his long lost sister he realizes the pretty human knows more than she's letting on. Since his job is to protect shifter kind it's a handy excuse to hang around. It's hard keeping her private life private when Malcolm ingratiates himself so seamlessly into every part of it and even worse when she likes it but when their pasts clash with their present and her secret rescue work is exposed danger claws at her doorstep. Will that be when Malcolm finally leaves her for good? A shifter's salvation is a standalone read in the wolf shifter paranormal romance series Pale Moonlight for readers who also like Larissa Ione's, Zoe Chant, Charlene Hartnady and Milly Taiden.

Shattered Illusions 2021-04-02

Evie left her Cherokee homeland for independence but when life blows up in her face and she runs home she doesn't expect to find a mountain of muscle with a heart of gold. But he's got a beast of a secret under all that muscle. Wyatt, future Alpha of the Big Paw Shifters, wreaks havoc on Evie's good sense but he's got no time for a mate. Too bad she drives his bear crazy and now he's powerless to deny her. But will Evie accept him and how can she love if she's looking over her shoulder when trouble finds his mate Wyatt's paws to the ground? Fighting for his happily ever after.

Unleashed by her Bear 2021-09-21

Bear shifter Rune hates wolf shifters, wolves, and the Hunter organisation. Archangel have taken too much from him and the only good wolf is a dead wolf. So when a howl goes up in Black Ridge Territory Rune is out for blood. Only he's not prepared for the sleek, beautiful, and fiery female he finds trapped in a hunter's snare or the shadow of his past she has on her tail. On the run from a pack leader determined to enslave her, Callie is desperate to reach the sanctuary of the
white wolf pack when she finds herself caught in a trap things look as if they can’t get any worse until a mountain of a man emerges from the night an ice
cold bear who is equal parts alluring and terrifying and might just be the key to securing her freedom can callie crack the ice around rune’s heart and convince
him to help her and when the price of his revenge is risking getting another female killed will rune be willing to pay it if you love bear shifter romances
featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you unleashed by her bear is the
fourth book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a growly black bear shifter with a dark past a big heart
and a bad attitude a wolf shifter heroine on the run from her pack and a cast of bear shifters and wolf shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian
rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong
language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york
times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates
paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by
her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal
romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters
grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after

The Bear’s Claws 2018-03-20

discover the world of the paranormal council in this enthralling panther shifter bear shifter paranormal romance featuring fated mates and more can they heal
each other’s wounds or will they live the rest of their without their fated mate the only way for vic to deal with the death of his parents is to hide away in
the woods doing everything that he can to avoid his responsibilities as the panther alpha for years nita believed that her entire family was dead but hearing a
rumour that her cousin is still alive she sets out to find him a chance encounter in the woods brings the two shifters together and something quickly sparks
between them the bear’s claws is book six of the paranormal council a fated mates paranormal romance series it can be read as a standalone and includes a shifter
m/f romance if you enjoy fated mates light hearted paranormal romances intertwined standalones a hint of steam quick reads and plenty of swoon check out
the complete paranormal council series today search terms keywords for the paranormal council series paranormal romance pnr fated mates shifters shifter
romance witches dryads nymphs necromancers banshees panther shifter tiger shifter snake shifter owl shifter jackal shifter vampire vampire romance witch
romance leopard shifter dragon shifter unicorn shifter dating app incubus faerie fae fairy siren ladybird shifter ladybug shifter hare shifter raven shifter steamy
romance steamy paranormal romance destiny fate love meant to be friends to lovers second chance one night to forever single parent contemporary fantasy
quick reads enemies to lovers sports romance forbidden romance opposites attract workplace romance urban fantasy romance fantasy romance unusual shifters if
you love these authors you’ll enjoy this series jr ward sarah j maas sherrilyn kenyon karen marie moning jennifer l armentrout kresley cole nalini singh
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**Wet Kisses - A Zodiac Shifters Paranormal Romance: Pisces 2017-02-14**

Adrian Marlowe is a dolphin shifter who can shift into a dragon. A new and dangerous development to his shifter abilities now he is gone from a wealthy CEO to a man on a mission—figure out how to tame the dragon before it destroys him. Landing the job as the new project manager in charge of the interior design of Waterscape's new underwater hotel is Reese Briden's dream job come true. Until she meets the sexy CEO and escaping the sexual tension that arises between them becomes impossible. Adrian could be the perfect lover except for one flaw: well, maybe it's not really a flaw more of an inconvenience because he is her boss. Reese is feisty, beautiful, and confident, and she might even be Adrian's mate except she doesn't know about the dragon. Now he has to decide whether to reveal himself or risk losing both her and his corporation. However, he just might lose himself if he lets the dragon consume him.

**The Billionaire Shifter's Virgin Mate (Billionaire Shifters Club #2)(Shifter Romance) 2018-11-07**

McDermott Derry Stanton is an old money playboy who sleeps his way through half the world one willing woman at a time. A bear shifter he never hibernates alone sometimes even one woman isn't enough but when this irresistible billionaire meets Jessica Murphy, everything changes. The man who views life as a female feast suddenly acquires more discerning tastes. The only woman who can satisfy him now is Jessica Murphy. He must have her immediately, frequently. Jess, however, doesn't want any man. Least of all a spoiled playboy who's about to become her brother-in-law. A pre-med student with deep ambitions and a past filled with painful rejection, she's all business. Too bad Derry Stanton is her business—a frequent customer at the Platinum Club. Where she waits tables and now the best man to her maid of honor in her sister's wedding. The guy is everywhere and pretty soon she finds herself everywhere too. In his arms, on his bed, between the sheets, but sex is the last thing she needs or it was until she meets Derry and starts hearing the beat and feeling a connection she'd never imagined never dreamed never hoped for. It's all too unbearably good. The billionaire shifter's virgin mate is the second book in the billionaire shifters club series by Diana Seere, the paranormal pen name for two New York Times and USA Today bestselling romantic comedy authors. This book is a standalone within a series. Learn more about us on our Diana Seere Facebook page.
For the Love of Shifters 2012-12-26

this collection contains five novellas and one novel including spurs fangs frozen soul the pawn centaur s prize tiger tears and lion about spurs fangs bears are killing humans and the sexy new deputy just showed up on gracie s porch to check on her his arrival sets off a cascade of events revealing long held secrets that turn everything gracie thought she knew upside down can she keep her cattle and heart safe or will she succumb to the deputy s baby blues and rock hard abs frozen soul a wolf s love is forever and so is the bond of the pack even after she broke it off with their alpha tysen the pack still loved jess so when they discover her current boyfriend jon is literally draining her soul her wolf family is right there to come to her rescue back amongst their ranks the bond she shares with them and tysen grows stronger than ever and she can t deny how desperately she s missed them all but now the truth of jess and jon s relationship comes blasting through the door and brings everyone to their knees she s sacrificed more for the pack than any of them realized the question now remains is there a way for tysen to save her soul the pawn in a game of gods and witches some pawns only want freedom created from the bones of achilles achillia was destined for more than being a simple servant trained by ares and tested by apollo she is sent to the mortal world to open the door preventing the gods from returning she finds help in an unlikely ally and only together can she free the gods if they don t kill each other first centaur s prize a zodiac shifters paranormal romance sagittarius the centaur s prized possession was lost and as the guard on duty that night all blame is placed on lysander for punishment they exiled him to the human s world away from his herd and the only life he had known the only way he can get back to olympus is to find the lost item a feat made much more difficult when a gorgeous tall and leggy blonde trots into his life mendra is the last of her kind a pegasus with the ability to shift into human form or equine form her mother told her wild tales about lands with centaurs satyrs gods and heroes but she never believed them until she met a man like her a man who could shift into equine form and tells her similar stories he asks for her help finding a lost item so he can return to olympus and his herd she wants to help him but she s afraid to lose the one person who makes her feel like she s home lysander convinces mendra to help him but as they search for the lost item he isn t so certain he wants to return home life with the humans is so much different than olympus and his heart aches at the thought of leaving mendra behind alone in a world without a herd of her own will his arrow fly true or will they lose more than they ever imagined tiger tears a zodiac shifters paranormal romance taurus humans turned werewolves threaten her happily ever after after leaving behind those who used her tara is on a mission to find the perfect shifter to be her partner but everyone has a past and tara s is threatening to destroy everything she s worked toward if she wants to survive she s going to have to fight tooth and claw as if she has a choice lion about a zodiac shifters paranormal romance virgo the cost of magic might be too high a chance encounter opens new doors for milena and introduces her to one of the top bachelors in the city but faerie holds the key to restoring her magic and those she escaped 10 years ago resume their hunt of her she must make the hard choice between love and life or lose them both
Tethered: A Zodiac Shifters Book 2020-06-02

a shifter without a mate is a shifter without a mind it s been five years since shilo s mate walked out on her and she s been just a little tiny bit unstable a feeling that isn t t helped by the impending fight with a neighboring wolf shifter colony she might not be all there but even a crazed shifter knows waking up in a stranger s bed hours from home to find the contacts from her pack murdered means she s in trouble aimless and restless and unconcerned with anything beyond his next one night stand waylon agrees to act as bodyguard for some shifter pack liaison embroiled in a power struggle what could it hurt he s been aching for five years and maybe this assignment will take his mind off all he s lost but when he meets his client his world stops it s her his mate the one he left thanks to their history he can t just walk away and leave her as a target thanks to her instability she can t go home without backup if either wants to survive the bloody present both will have to set aside their heartbreaking past and fight for their uncertain future a shifter s claim is a standalone read in the paranormal romance series pale moonlight for readers who also like larissa ione t s joyce zoe chant charlene hartnady and milly taiden alisa woods jk harper felicity heaton celia kyle marina maddix lorelei moone callista ball layla nash aj tipton christina phillips lg castillo mac flynn alisa woods jr ward gena showalter kresley cole may sage brenda k davies lee savino renee rose vivian arend amelia shaw ines johnson nj walters krystal shannon grace goodwin and eve langlais paranormal romance paranormal romance series enemies to lovers bodyguard paranormal paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after action romance steamy shifter romance wolf shifter romance shape shifters shifter shapeshifter fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werewolf romance series shapeshifter romance series love at first sight fate true love top ebooks in romance top ebooks in paranormal

A Shifter's Claim 2021-08-31

a new paranormal series involving a warrior enslaved by desire and the woman who frees his soul

Last Kiss Goodnight 2020-12-29

guardian angel leyna angelheardt travels the world trying to guide children to their brighter futures however free will rules the human spirit and after she loses three charges her heart needs healing before she can continue her calling directed toward the magically protected town of willows haven she faces her greatest challenge vithar woodward runs the small town newspaper with his twin brother but his family harbors a dark secret a century ago an incubus cursed them to spend their days shapeshifted into animals now with only a few days until the curse culminates vithar knows his only hope is to find true love and nullify the curse yet he wonders who would ever love a man who spends half his days as a barred owl when leyna and vithar meet it becomes clear that fate has drawn them together as sparks dart between them leyna must decide if she should remain a guardian angel or embrace this new existence of loving a
mortal for after all what is more magical than true love

**Bewitched 2020-01-12**

knox is determined to find the drug lord hunting his twin’s fated mate and put an end to him and his men but when he locates the humans he gets the surprise of his life he knows the beautiful bewitching female guiding them this bear shifter isn’t one for believing in second chances but it looks as if the one he’s been hoping for just walked into his territory now all he needs to do is save her find his balls and admit he’s crazy in love with her and not mess things up again skye is desperate her bar is badly in need of a cash injection so when four men show up offering a huge sum of money for a guide she recklessly agrees to take them up into a dangerous wintry valley when she discovers the men have come armed for more than the local wildlife and finds herself their hostage things don’t look good and she’s not sure her luck is changing for the better when she spots someone tailing them a man she hasn’t seen in two years since they surrendered to their attraction and shared one magical night together and he left her without a word can knox redeem himself by saving skye from danger and prove himself worthy of a second shot with his one true mate and can skye bring herself to forgive the gorgeous wicked knox the only man to break her heart if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you saved by her bear is the third book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a growly grizzly bear shifter with a big heart and a bad attitude a down on her luck mortal heroine swept up in danger a second chance romance and a cast of bear shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates paranormal romance books for adults fated mates paranormal romance bear shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after

**Saved by her Bear 2019-12-30**

for years reluctant earth witch daphne lowe has feared the strength of her powers when she loses control people are harmed she already ruined deputy sheriff stanford morgan’s life once when their relationship ignited his dormant magical powers and turned him into the legendary white stag getting involved with him again would just hurt him more she has to ignore her feelings for him and hope that someday he’ll stop loving her too except the paranormal sanctuary of
willows haven needs daphne and stanford together she must anchor the town’s mythical willow trees and he serves as guardian only then will the town’s supernatural residents be safe from the outside world trapped together by a snowstorm daphne and stanford have a second chance at happiness if they can resolve their past issues when a dark witch invades the town a final test of their commitment emerges to succeed they’ll have to truly trust in each other and embrace the power of their love can a second chance at love survive vengeance from the past

**Sundered 2019-01-12**

i’ve been a lone wolf all my life and now this woman wants me to join her pack there’s no way it’ll work i grew up in the foster system so when i started shifting i had no one to go to so no help at all but i’ve survived and i’m doing good alone but then molly shows up and like all fated mates she turns my house and my life upside down she offers me a refuge from those that are hunting us because we’re rare special hybrid shifters but it could be too late for us all the sole shifters are on our tail and they’re set on wiping us out once and for all that is unless my dragon shifter has something to say about it contains two hot dragon shifters and therefore steamy themes language, no cheating and a guaranteed happily ever after

**The Alpha Shifter 2020-03-29**

jumping out of airplanes is the easy part for these smokejumping bear shifters parachuting out of an aircraft and into a wildfire is just another day at the office but playing with fire takes on a whole new meaning when their fated mates show up how can anyone truly accept the beasts within them will love be left standing when the smoke clears on these bears secrets dive into the fire and find out the series compilation includes six bear shifter romance stories a blaze to bear a spark to bear a burn to bear a flame to bear an ember to bear beary and bright you will love these alpha bear shifters because they know how to set your heart on fire join the adventure today

**Fire Bear Shifters 2016**

being the synod’s resident ballbuster hasn’t made sylva the most popular of her fellow wolf shifters but it’s worth the opportunity to lead her people and help those who are like she once was isolated powerless and afraid but words fail her when her aversion to violence requires a protection detail a tall dark and brooding bodyguard who has no problem fighting with hands fangs or claws harrison has spent his adult life protecting his kind and guarding his broken heart when he’s tasked with keeping sylva safe from her former pack the job should be nothing he can’t handle but the closed off pacifist female makes him want things he thought he’d lost long ago sylva fights her battles with words but to stay alive she needs to take lessons from a shifter who’d rather draw blood than speak harrison knows all too well that words can be as sharp as knives but if he can’t convince his charge to trust him she’ll be the one hurt worst of all
say opposites attract but in this case if they can’t meet in the middle it will get them killed. A shifter’s bodyguard is a standalone read in the paranormal romance series pale moonlight. For readers who also like larissa ione’s joyce zoe chant charlene hartnady and milly taiden alisa woods jk harper felicity heaton celia kyle marina madix lorelei moone callista ball layla nash aj tipton christina phillips lg castillo mac flynn alisa woods jr ward gena showalter kresley cole may sage brenda k davies lee savino renee rose vivian arend amelia shaw ines johnson nj walters krystal shannon grace goodwin and eve langlais paranormal romance paranormal romance series enemies to lovers bodyguard paranormal paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after action romance steamy shifter romance wolf shifter romance shape shifters shifter shapeshifter fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werewolf romance series shapeshifter romance series love at first sight fate true love top ebooks in romance top ebooks in paranormal

**A Shifter’s Bodyguard 2018-10-18**

wanted by a billionaire and his lawyer best friend and they are not keen on sharing ivy when i took the unpaid internship i didn’t really know what i was getting into i simply didn’t have any plans for my life but i certainly wasn’t expecting to meet two men like winslow and hollis and they both want me the problem is i want them both and i can’t possibly pick one from the two if they want me they will have to learn to share winslow hollis she’s not one of us but we both want to own her so badly so badly that we might even consider sharing we know the bear community isn’t going to accept an outsider like her but that’s the last thing on our mind all we want now is to make her ours this story is a 30 000 word 3 part romance author’s note this book contains mature language and themes intended for adults only this book is previously published under the title ivy’s league of bear shifters

**Ivy’s Bears 2021-07-28**

i hated him even when i wanted him for more than two hundred years no one had ever infuriated me more than harry laurier and he knows it after moving to california i was glad i would never have to see him again as far as i was concerned harry could have his alpha status assuming his father actually relinquished his ancient hold over the leadership all i’d wanted was to start anew i wanted a fresh start away from those who judged me so harshly why then does fate keep conspiring against me and throwing harry in my path at every possible opportunity i’m an omega female all alone in the world with only one person who understands an alpha who isn’t even my friend and who can never know the secret i’m hiding books in this shifter romance collection bear’s legacy wolf’s heir vampire regent dragon’s rules kiss mate shifters series epilogue content warning explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters intended for mature audiences
Kiss-Mate Shifters 2015-02-18

after months of preparations the new alliance is ready to reveal itself in a spectacular fashion james finch joins his comrades and exposes his true nature in front of the world media he was prepared for some fall out but finds himself in a bind when he is reunited with the one that got away when charlie mcallister switches on the tv after a trying day working at the edinburgh herald the last thing she expects to see is her former flame james as she watches him transform into a bear she has two realizations this must be why he dumped her so many years ago and finally she has a chance to bag a real story and make a name for herself surely with james s true nature revealed nothing stands in the way of their second chance at happiness right wrong you don t just expose an ancient secret without rubbing a lot of folk the wrong way now james and everyone close to him have targets on their backs if you like t s joyce zoe chant and scarlett grove then you will love the scottish werebears series by lorelei moone this series has got it all sexy alpha male bear shifters curvy heroines gripping overarching action suspense storyline that spans across all titles and a happily ever after for every couple this sixth and final title in the series includes themes of fated mates love conquers all and second chance romance recommended reading order an unexpected affair play google com store books details id hzkcdqaqbj free a dangerous business play google com store books details id n9vddqaqbj a forbidden love play google com store books details id gdvddqaqbj a new beginning play google com store books details id y9vddqaqbj a painful dilemma play google com store books details id x9zddqaqbj a second chance play google com store books details id jntddqaqbj or save with scottish werebears the complete collection play google com store books details id wd5ddqaqbj keywords action romance paranormal romance steamy shifter romance bear shifter romance shape shifters scottish highlands highlander fated mates happy ending happily ever after hea sexy times werebear romance series bear shifter romance series shapeshifter romance series romance set in scotland scottish romance paranormal romantic suspense workplace romance love at first sight fate true love second chance romance young lovers reunited first love

Scottish Werebear: A Second Chance (A BBW Bear Shifter Paranormal Romance) 2021-10-12

a woman haunted two fallen with sleeping beasts the age of the ghost shifters is ending bbw paranormal shape shifter romance widow cass stephens wants to mourn in peace a freak snowstorm and the fear of no snacks drives her out into the cold and into the arms of two sexy shifters who may or may not want to rob her of her can opener jax and damon have been cursed they need cass to complete their alpha triad and awaken the dormant beasts within them and they really need that can opener acceptance from their clan is enough stress but cass s presence brings unease to the surrounding packs and they re willing to start a war to stop the triad from forming cass will either prove she s strong enough to be part of the most powerful triad the shifter world has ever known or die at the hands of those who are afraid to find out content warning this book is for grown ups they do grown up stuff explicit love scenes threesomes cursing and violence oh and sexy shifter fun if this isn t your thing please skip this book but if you love m f m f fun times and men who lurv their woman then hop on
The Shifter's Wish 2021-08-10

as one of the final surviving members of a brutal shifter clan i ve been chained and imprisoned for my entire life by my human uncle for the sole purpose of keeping other humans safe from me at least that s his excuse solitude and pain are all i ve known so when four men show up claiming to be my saviors i m not exactly receptive to the idea sure i m grateful that they ve busted me out of my own personal brand of hell but that s about as far as the gratitude goes now i have no money no pack and nowhere to go unless i take them up on their offer to transport me safely to newhaven a sanctuary for omega wolves deep in the woodlands of alaska with no other choice left i take it while vowing to keep my distance for the week long trip but as time passes my guard falls leaving me conflicted and suddenly vulnerable to the charismatically handsome group of men will i make it to newhaven without falling for them and do i really want to this is a reverse harem wolf shifter romance with themes of abuse trauma overcoming it and learning to trust the ones you love

Treasured Find 2018-06-21

when ever jackson came to arcadia to track down her missing sister she was immediately met with suspicion by the strange residents nobody s willing to help her search but she s determined to get to the bottom of things even when a pesky town sheriff decides to stick his nose where it doesn t belong lawman or not ever isn t leaving arcadia without her sister aidan tucker preferred humans stay out of his shifter town they re a danger to his world especially nosy ones like ever his job was to get the girl off shifter land until he got a whiff of her and realized with a shock that the little spitfire who won t back down from a fight is both human and his mate well hell the human might get herself killed so aidan tags along even though she doesn t want his help but there are secrets in his town that go beyond mere shapeshifting some that even the sheriff doesn t know and ever jackson may be right in the middle of trouble

Stolen by Her Wolves 2016-07-24

decades in captivity and hundreds of fights in the arena have moulded maverick into a bear with a bad attitude and a dark hunger for violence twenty years later and he s still trying to let go of his past and move on but a phone call sets him on a collision course with a female from his time at the compound the one female he always wanted but could never have and thought he would never see again a beautiful bear who stirs desires best denied and wrecks his rigid control when bronwyn receives a video call from an archangel huntress who has captured her brother she ll do anything to save him even condemn another to suffer in the cages in his place but when a familiar voice answers the number of the shifter she s meant to bring in hurling her back in time and rousing a fierce need that has only been growing in their years apart can she lie to the only man she s ever loved and lure him back into hell if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you awakened by her bear is the final book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a growly grizzly bear shifter with a big heart
and a bad attitude a bear shifter heroine caught up in danger a second chance romance and a cast of bear shifters and cougar shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter shifter romance bear shifters bear shifter romance black bear shifters grizzly bear shifters immortals alpha hero strong heroine action long series adventure canada no cliffhangers guaranteed hea

Bearly Ever 2008-03-04

leaving his cosy cabin at black ridge in the middle of a winter storm isn't lowe's idea of a good time but he'll do whatever his alpha wants with his twin for company he battles the blizzard and his grouchy bear side trying to keep his spirits up when his brother brings up his bad habit of getting his heart broken lowe is sure things can't get any worse and then a gunshot echoes around the valley and the smell of blood sends his instincts wild and when he finds the owner of the delicate tempting scent and sets eyes on the most beautiful female he's ever seen fear and hope collide as he realises she's human but everything inside him roars fated mate going on the run hadn't been in cameo's life plan but when her nice guy turned drug lord ex kills her brother and sets his sights on her the binder goes out of the window staying one step ahead of karl and his men is vital to staying alive but a wrong turn leads her into a remote valley and what looks like the end of the line until a gorgeous six six mountain of a man rescues her and growls a vow to protect her as the heat that crackles between them blazes into an inferno cameo is torn between accepting lowe's help and leaving to keep him safe with the clock ticking and the men hunting her drawing ever closer will cameo follow her head or her heart if you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world the black ridge bears series is for you rescued by her bear is the second book in the black ridge bears paranormal romance series this fated mates shifter romance features a grizzly bear shifter with a big heart a mortal heroine caught up in danger and a cast of bear shifters and cougar shifters all set in the stunning scenery of the canadian rockies plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all black ridge bears books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some strong language enjoy discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from new york times and usa today international best selling author felicity heaton set in the same rich and addictive world as her eternal mates and cougar creek mates paranormal romance series book 1 stolen by her bear book 2 rescued by her bear book 3 saved by her bear book 4 unleashed by her bear book 5 awakened by her bear no cliffhangers no cheating just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily forever after keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults fated mates fated mates romance bear shifter
Awakened by her Bear 2010-02-17

He's lost his mind again and she might lose her son again years after Gray had a complete mental breakdown that cost him everything he's clawed his way back to mental balance a steady job and a solid relationship with his grown and married daughter gone are the years of thinking conspiracies abound and that he is being followed until a stunning woman busts down his back door and announces that there's a secret world he doesn't know about and it's hunting him after losing her mate and one of her children Armana abandoned the shifter world to spare the lives of her two surviving children two decades later they are grown and healthy but she's between packs and still fighting for a relationship with her angry son so coming to the aid of his mate's human father seems like a good way to prove herself only she can't shake the feelings growing for Gray and he finds a kindred spirit in her but if they reach safety the shifter world won't let Gray keep his memories of their kind and Armana will become nothing more than a dream that drives him back into insanity a shifter's second chance is a standalone read in the wolf shifter paranormal romance series pale moonlight for readers who also like Larissa Ione t.s. Joyce Zoe Chant Charlene Hartnady and Milly Taiden Alisa Woods J.K. Harper Felicity Heaton Celia Kyle Marina Maddix Lorelei Moore Callista Ball Layla Nash AJ Tipton Christina Phillips L.G. Castillo Mac Flynn Alisa Woods Jr. Ward Gena Showalter Kresley Cole May Sage Brenda K. Davies Lee Savino Renee Rose Vivian Arend Amelia Shay Ines Johnson N.J. Walters Krystal Shannon Grace Goodwin and Eve Langlais paranormal romance paranormal romance series enemies to lovers bodyguard paranormal paranormal romance books for adults immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed HEA happily ever after action romance steamy shifter romance wolf shifter romance shape shifters shifter shape shifter fated mates happy ending happily ever after HEA sexy times werewolf romance series shapeshifter romance series love at first sight fate true love top ebooks in romance top ebooks in paranormal

Rescued by her Bear 2018-04-13

A shy billionaire hiding from the world an easy going hunk with a secret can they win the shifter games without losing each other handsome billionaire Marc Rochester hates the fame that comes with his infamous family's fortune he works as a small time veterinarian and he keeps to himself until his best friend pushes him to compete in a supernatural competition the shifter games when he meets Sylvester at the race Marc finds there may be advantages to getting out of the house after all can Marc take the leap to let somebody in Sylvester Burrows is a confident competitor who can't resist his passionate attraction for Marc there's one problem in just a few short months Sylvester is moving across the globe for his dream job he tries not to get too close to the sexily aloof Marc but Sylvester cannot deny his feelings for long when fate pushes them together Sylvester knows he will have to choose between his dreams or his love conquering the bear is a standalone paranormal romance novella in the bear shifter games series set in a contemporary world filled with unexpected wonders
magic and suspense if you like steamy romance muscle bound shifters and unbridled courage you’ll love aj tipton’s breathtaking book buy conquering the bear to get in the game today

A Shifter's Second Chance 2019-03-02

cole he had never met anyone like tarsha white curvy sexy as sin smart and sassy the works billionaire bear shifter cole barron knew he had to have her knew he had to claim her as his own mate she doesn’t know he’s a werebear it doesn’t matter he’s going to take her and make her scream in ecstasy heck he might even put a baby inside her tarsha she had never met a man like cole barron before but she knew the type rich cocky arrogant think they can get whatever they want she had him pegged from a mile away and yet when his eyes devoured her she felt herself melting in his gaze when his fingers touched her she felt herself wanting to give in one night only fun and no expectations what could go wrong but just one night was all it took for him to put a baby in her bear’s to mate is a steamy full length paranormal shifter romance that depicts an alpha shifter billionaire willing to do anything to claim his mate a surprise pregnancy and closes with a happy ending

Conquering the Bear 2017-08-18

enjoy this steamy reverse harem lion shifter romance featuring fated mates destined for each other from best selling author jade alters stuck in a senseless job calculating endless facts and figures i just felt like there had to be more to life sure taking on a new job completely out of my field felt a little rash but something about it felt so right keeping house for four unbelievably hot military men couldn’t be that hard everything seemed normal enough but soon i felt myself passionately drawn to my four new temporary housemates blake hale stone and preston which is totally out of character for me how could this be before i can question my new reality it gets turned upside down again an enemy’s shown up at our doorstep can i count on my four newfound lovers to find me before it’s too late a steamy reverse harem paranormal novel full of alpha males a strong heroine and sexy lion shifters start this completed series today fated shifter mates series 1 mated to the pack 2 mated to team shadow 3 mated to the pride 4 taming her bears 5 mated to the clan 6 protected by the pack 7 claimed by the pack mated to the pride is a fast burn suspenseful paranormal reverse harem romance in the fated shifter mates collection content warning love scenes naughty language and piles of sexy shifter secrets intended for mature audiences no cheating and no cliffhangers if you are a fan of j l wilder celeste raye shae sullivan cassie cole and daniella wright you’re going to love this reverse harem paranormal romance search terms paranormal romance books romance ebooks books to read and download contemporary romance paranormal romance books ebooks romance romance books for adults no cliffhangers supernatural romance books paranormal romance books full novel steamy romance books happily ever after guaranteed no cliffhangers happy for now hfn love books love stories romantic novels new beginnings no cliffhangers reverse harem rh shifter books adventure books shifters lion shifter true mates hunky shifters alpha alpha protectors alpha male alpha omega packmate steamy adventure action packed military romance soldier romance alpha sexy hero
**Bear's To Mate (A Paranormal Bear Shifter Romance)**

when it comes to shapeshifting paranormal romance who can resist new york times bestselling author angela knight usa today bestselling author lora leigh and national bestselling authors alyssa day and virginia kantra whether transforming under a blue moon or prowling the streets the shifters come alive to fulfill the wildest of fantasies in this seductive anthology by four masters of paranormal romance

**Mated to the Pride**

from usa today and new york times bestselling author lynn red comes a steamy seductive sensuously heart felt alpha werebear romance curvy scrappy and slightly self conscious lilah jorgenson is a raccoon shifting painter with a white streak in her hair and a longing to find the family she never really had as a kit scraping by in back alleyes lilah had to steal to survive the only predictable part of her life is her weekend job at the jamesburg jail oh and her constant grinding need to find a mate a family and a home to call her own thickly muscled inked up former soldier rex lee spent five years away but when family duty calls he and his little cub come home love is distant memory the only thing rex has on his mind is keeping his family his daughter and his father safe until a fight lands him in the jamesburg lockup when lilah sees the giant behind bars the tattoos around his eyes make her yearn and burn hotter than she ever has in her twenty six years of life and when rex catches a glimpse of lilah s two toned eyes and sly grin no matter how much he fights his instincts sometimes a bear just can t say no no matter how much lilah tells herself it s all wrong she knows deep down she and rex it s exactly right lilah may have sworn off theft when the jorgenson family took her in but she s got one thing left to steal rex s heart the jamesburg shifters is a usa today best selling series of standalone novels featuring a unique hero heroine and satisfying hea ending no cliffhangers here books can be enjoyed in any order you like you won t miss a thing

**Shifter**

a werecat warrior and her fearsome pride face an unexpected new enemy as this action packed shapeshifter series continues being the first female werecat enforcer isn t easy but while scars accumulate i m also getting stronger in so many ways as for my personal life it s complicated choices worth making always are ever since my brother s death and my father s impeachment it s all i can do to prevent more blood from spilling now our pride is under attack by a flight of vicious thunderbirds and making peace with our new enemies may be the only way to get the best of our old foe with the body count rising and treachery everywhere my instincts tell me to look before i leap but sometimes a leap of faith is the only real option
Bear With Me (Alpha Werebear Shifter Paranormal Romance)

sexy female shifters who growl bite and mate three steam stories of female shifters finding the mate destined for them if you love sexy as sin f f wolf shifters paranormal romance stories that will leave you breathless then grab this hot box set book 1 lyric s mate lyric moved to moon valley for a fresh start a new town a new home and a new job was a dream come true finding that her new boss was her mate was totally unexpected will she be able to keep her wolf at bay book 2 meadow s mate meadow the new teacher in town had her eyes on the only female enforcer in the pack little did she know the enforcer had meadow in her sights when a group of rogue wolves blows into town will sage be able to save her book 3 tuesday s mate tuesday the new accountant in town was setting up her new business in moon valley tuesday is entranced by sunni the coffee shop owner their wolves know they are meant for each other but will sunni and tuesday listen to their beasts warning these stories are sexy fast paced and will leave you begging for more

Shift

my world was a gray blur until i met them my shifters the men who rescued me from the lie i was living for a brief moment even in the midst of chaos i found happiness then strand found me again now my new life hangs in the balance doctor shepherd isn t done with his little experiment and he wants me back alive when strand hunters rip me away from everything good i fought so hard for something inside me snaps but when my wolf is finally called her untamed power upends everything in my life including my relationships with the four shifter men who mean more to me than anything there s a monster inside me and she ll either save me or destroy me wolf called is the second book in the last shifter series a reverse harem story intended for ages 18 this book contains strong language violence sexual situations and a heroine who doesn t have to choose between her men

Moon Valley Shifters

long before germany rounded up romani and sent them to prison camps the netherlands declared them undesirables yara s caravan disbanded when she was fifteen ten years have passed and she s been alone for most of that time hiding in caves and abandoned buildings it s a lonely life but at least she still has one

Wolf Called
Tarnished Journey